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Travelers from Kuwait have
to sign ‘health undertaking’ 

Cabinet calls on Kuwaitis not to travel unless necessary

KUWAIT: In the light of the outbreak of the novel
coronavirus (COVID-19) worldwide, passengers leav-
ing Kuwait via airports or land outlets have to under-
take to comply with the safety rules set forth by the
ministries of health and interior upon their return. The
regulations include remaining in a 14-day quarantine if
need be pursuant to Act 8 (1969) and cooperation with
the competent authorities in order to curb the spread
of the virus and protect the public health in Kuwait, the
Ministry of Health said in a statement on Thursday. In
case of failure to meet the obligations, travelers would
be liable to legal measures stipulated in the above-

mentioned law, the statement reminded. 
Meanwhile, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs on

Thursday urged nationals who are currently abroad to
return home. In light of a statement made earlier by
Minister of State for Cabinet Affairs and Minister of
Interior Anas Al-Saleh calling on citizens to abstain
from travelling except for necessities, the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs urged Kuwaiti nationals who are abroad
to return to Kuwait.

The Foreign Ministry said the call was intended to
spare them hazards of infection of coronavirus and
relieve them of rapid and changing precautions for

entry and departure for travelers, undertaken by states
as precautions against the virus. Minister Saleh said in
his statement earlier that calls for not traveling abroad
came to ensure citizens’ safety and prevent them from
being subjected to coronavirus countermeasures
implemented by other nations. 

Work proceeds normally 
Meanwhile, work at the public sector is proceeding

as regular and there is no need under current circum-
stances to stop it, official Kuwaiti government
spokesperson Tareq Al-Mezrem said on Friday. The

government is keen on safety of citizens and residents
of the country and is following up on developments
concerning the novel coronavirus (COVID-19), Al-
Mezrem said in a statement.

The government has already taken some precaution-
ary measures in this regard, such as closing schools and
relieving civil servants of electronic punch in/out for
work temporarily. Public sector employees who are not
compelled to show up at work are those who have been
instructed by the Ministry of Health to quarantine
themselves at their houses, the spokesperson explained
further. —KUNA

KUWAIT: Kuwaiti men, wearing protective masks, shop in Kuwait City on February 26, 2020. 
— Photos by Yasser Al-Zayyat The Arabian Gulf Road almost empty on Thursday, an unusual scene during the national holidays.

KUWAIT: WHO is following up the
number of cases in the region and the
misinformation spread over various
means of communication and the media
that strikes panic, Director of the World
Health Organization Regional Office for
the Eastern Mediterranean (WHO
EMRO) Dr Ahmad Al-Mandhari said.
Procedures are divided into three levels
- the first depends on WHO’s recom-
mendations, second on Kuwait’s specific
techniques and the third on WHO’s addi-
tional measures. Awareness in Kuwait
targets all age groups in society, in addi-
tion to publishing these instructions in all
outlets of the country. 

WHO relies on the media and health
workers on the frontlines to provide
accurate information and report to the
Ministry of Health (MoH), he noted. The
media plays a pivotal role in assisting
WHO’s efforts and the concerned
authorities in every country to contain
this outbreak and manage it correctly. In
the context of containing the spread,
there are three main priorities - protect-
ing health workers, protecting the most
vulnerable especially the elderly and

individuals suffering from chronic dis-
eases, and protecting the most at-risk
countries. 

WHO launched weeks ago the
regional preparedness and response
plan aiming to expand the scope of
alertness to prevent expanding COVID-
19 and its early detection, Mandhari
pointed out. He underscored the signifi-
cance of transparent communication
with specialists of WHO in terms of
numbers and other details, as well as
exchanging this information in a timely
manner. Kuwait’s MoH cooperates with
WHO in full transparency in order to
protect citizens and residents. 

Meanwhile, Mandhari inspected yes-
terday the Jaber Hospital as part of
inspection of the national measures
against coronavirus. Mandhari said that
his tour of the hospital was intended to
check on patients infected with the virus
and examine health precautions in this
respect. He lauded the high-level pre-
cautions that have been taken by Kuwait
in dealing with the epidemic outbreak. In
the last 24 hours, MoH reported no
COVID-19 cases in Kuwait. — KUNA 

WHO taking measures to spread
awareness, counter misinformation

By Hanan Al-Saadoun

KUWAIT: Police arrested the suspected
killer of a citizen whose burnt body was
found in the Rehaya desert, the Interior
Ministry’s relations and security informa-
tion department said. Jahra and Farwaniya
detectives carried out investigations, locat-
ed and followed the suspect, then arrested
him. The suspect confessed to killing the
victim in a robbery. He said he took the
body wrapped in a carpet to the Rehaya
desert, where he burned it. The suspect
had three credit cards and KD 90 belong-
ing to the victim. Meanwhile, another
police statement said the partner of the
suspect was also arrested, adding he was
also involved in the killing.

Expressway accident
Qurain firemen responded to an acci-

dent on Fahaheel Expressway, where a
vehicle hit a lamppost. Four Kuwaitis with
fractures and wounds were handed to

paramedics. Meanwhile, firemen from the
Sulaibikhat and Doha fire stations put out
a fire in the chimney of a restaurant in a
Sulaibikhat supermarket. No injuries
were reported.

Man arrested in
citizen’s murder-robbery

KUWAIT: Firemen battle a blaze follow-
ing an accident reported on Fahaheel
Expressway.

Damage left by a fire reported inside a Sulaibikhat supermarket’s restaurant.


